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Rational Torsion of Prime Order in Elliptic Curves over Number Fields
S. Kamienny and B. Mazur
(with an appendix by A. Granville)

Definition. Let d be a positive integer. A prime number p will be called
a torsion prime for degree d if there is a number field k of degree d, an
elliptic curve E defined over k, and a k-rational point P of E, of order p.
Denote by S(d) the set of torsion primes of degree < d. It has long been
conjectured that S(d) is finite for every d.
Prior to this note, these facts related to the above conjecture were known:
-5(1) =
-5(2) =
- 5(3) is
- S(d) is
lished]

{2,3,5,7}
[ M l , 2]
{2,3,5,7,11,13}
[#1,2,5]
of density < 1
[MA]
of density < 1 for all d, and is finite for d < 8

[Kamienny, unpub

The object of this paper is to push ahead slightly, by proving
Theorem. For any d, the set S(d) is of (natural) density zero.
Our proof, which will also show that S(d) is finite for d < 8, has two
parts.
Firstly, we use the theory of the "Eisenstein ideal" (specifically: we use
results of [M2],[liT5], we extend the technique of [M4] and we apply this
technique together with a criterion due to the first author [K4]) to show that
the set S(d) is contained in the union of an explicit finite set and an explicit
finite collection of what we shall call fugitive sets of prime numbers.
1

Secondly, we invoke the fact that fugitive sets in general are rather "thin"
2

sets of prime numbers: they are of density zero, hence the above Theorem.
1

"fugitive" because they seem to escape our methods
we are thankful to Hendrik Lenstra for providing us with a neat
elementary proof of this
2
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We include an appendix, provided for us by Andrew Granville which gives
a slight improvement on density zero. Specifically, Granville shows that for
any fugitive set of primes, the number of its members < x is less than
0{(x/

log x)• (log log log x J log log x)}.

As Kumar Murty pointed out to us, one may also improve this bound
ever so slightly if we make use of the Riemann Hypothesis. In any event
we expect that the actual size of fugitive sets is a good deal smaller than the
above bound, and in particular, the number of primes < x in a fugitive set
"should be" less than O (log log x).
3

Our theorem is "effective" in the sense that for any d we do make explicit
the finite set of fugitive sets whose union contains 5(d), and each of these
fugitive sets is recursive (and even more to the point: we can easily determine,
by computer, the prime numbers less than, say, 5000, contained in any one of
them). These bounds, for all their explicitness, may be of small comfort in
that even in the cases where 5(d) will be proved below to be finite, e.g., for
d = 3 where we expect that 5(3) C {2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19}, it would simply
be too embarrassing to parade the actual astronomical finite bound that the
proof gives; and in the case of 5(9) - 9 being the smallest "d" for which we
cannot yet show finiteness - our proof (without further diligence) imbeds 5(9)
into the union of roughly 480 billion fugitive sets!
For some reflections on the manner in which one might (at present, only
conjecturally) determine 5(d) in terms of the nature of the action of the Hecke
algebra on cuspforms of degree 2 on T\(p), see §5 below.
Both authors are appreciative of the NSF, and the first author of the
Sloan Foundation, the second author of the Miller Institute at Berkeley, for
support while working on this article. We are also most thankful to Ken Ribet
for his continued encouragement and advice in the various stages of our work.
§1. Further questions of boundedness.
Let $(d) denote the set of isomorphy types of finite abelian groups occur
ring as the full groups of torsion in the Mordell-Weil groups of elliptic curves
3

But not much - to OO{x(x/logx)-(log\ogx/\ogx)}
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over number fields of absolute degree < d. Let N(d) (which might be + 0 0 )
denote the least common multiple of all the exponents of the groups occurring
in O(d). Since any group occurring in O(d) is a quotient group of the product
of two cyclic groups of order N(d), one has that N(d) is finite if and only
if O(d) is of finite cardinality. At present writing, one only has a complete
determination of O(d) in the case of d = 1 and 2:
$(1) = {Z/raZ, with m < 10, or m = 12; and Z/2Z x Z/2i/Z with v < 4}
(cf. [M 1,2]).
$(2) = {Z/raZ, with m < 16, or m = 18; Z/2Z x Z/2/xZ with v < 6; Z/3Z x
Z/3ZJUZ with /i < 2; and Z/4Z x Z / 4 Z }
(This follows from the work in [K 3,5] and [K-M]; see [Mo], [M-S-Z 1,2] and
[R] for further results and specific determination of torsion structures in the
Mordell-Weil groups of elliptic curves over quadratic fields.)
What is presently known about the general relationship between boundedness of S(d) and boundedness of $(d) is given in the following:
Proposition. S(d) is finite if and only if $(d) is finite.
One should note, however, that even if S(d) is given explicitly, the propo
sition will not provide an effective determination of $(d).
Proof of the Proposition. Clearly, if $(d) is finite, then so is S(d). Sup
pose, then, that S(d) is finite.
The set $(cf) will be shown to be finite provided that we can bound, for
each p € S(d), the maximal power of p which can occur as the order of a
rational torsion point on any elliptic curve over any number field of absolute
degree < d. This is a problem somewhat in the spirit of the result of Manin,
which used methods originating with Demjanenko; cf. [Man], [S 1], and which
bounds, for a fixed prime number p and number field fc, the maximal power
of p which can occur as the order of a rational torsion point on any elliptic
curve over k. But here we must do this uniformly for all number fields k of
degree < d.
Let us test, first, for a given positive integer N, whether pN can occur
as a torsion point in the Modell-Weil groups of an infinity of elliptic curves
(with distinct elliptic modular invariants j) over number fields of absolute
degree < d. Equivalently, we are asking whether - X J Q , the d-fold symmetric
power of the modular curve Xi(pN)/Q, has an infinity of Q-rational points.
Using the results of Faltings [Fa], Frey has shown (in [Fr]) that a sufficient
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criterion that the d-fold symmetric power of a curve C, defined over a number
field K, have only a finite number of /^-rational points is that the curve C
does not admit a A^-rational covering of P j ^ of degree < 2d. Consider, for
a small prime number £ different from p, the reduction of the modular curve
mod l, i.e., Xi(pN)v£, which is an irreducible (smooth) curve over F^. If
C = C(N,£) denotes the cardinality of its set of F^-rational points, then,
following a strategy used in a similar context by Ogg (compare [O 1]), the
minimal degree of any Q-rational mapping of Xi(pN)/q to P^Q is > C /(£+l).
To conclude that X(d) has only a finite number of Q-rational points, we need
only find an N and an £ such that C(N, £)/(£+l) > 2d. Taking £ = 2 or 3 (and
different from p), and noting that there are at least pN^1(p — l ) / 2 F^-rational
cusps on Xi{pN)j^^s we see that we can guarantee finiteness of the number
of Q-rational points on X^d by choosing an iV > logp(12d)/(p — 1)) + 1.
Fix an N as above. Now each Q-rational point on X^d will give rise
to (possibly more than one, but) at most a finite number of distinct elliptic
curves Ej/kj defined over number fields kj of absolute degree < d. The totality
(corresponding to all the Q-rational points of X^d) of such elliptic curves
Ej/kj give, after possible base extension, all isomorphism classes of elliptic
curves defined over number fields k of degree < d whose Mordell-Weil groups
contain points of order pN.
One now makes use of the following lemma whose proof (which we omit)
is an easy exercise, using, for example, the results of Serre [S 2] on the natural
action of the Galois group of a number field k on the group of j9-power torsion
points of an elliptic curve defined over k:
Lemma. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a number field K. Let D be
a positive integer. There is a finite upper bound B = B(E/x,

D) for the order

of the torsion subgroup in E(L) where L/K ranges over all field extensions of
K of degree < D.
Now, for each of the elliptic curves Ej/^

listed above, let pN* denote the

maximal power of p which occurs as the order of a fc-rational torsion point of
Ej considered over fc, where k ranges over all field extensions of kj of degree
< d. That there is an integer Nj with the above property for each j , is
guaranteed by the above lemma. Now put M = maxj(iVj); we have that pM
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is the maximal power of p which can occur as the order of a rational torsion
point on any elliptic curve over any number field of absolute degree < d.
We end this section with some speculations concerning related questions
of boundedness.
Boundedness of isogenies. As for isogenics of elliptic curves over Q, one
has an explicit classification (see [Ma 3] and for explicit parametrizations in
the genus zero cases, see [Ku]).
There is also the following result proved in [Fr], using the work of [Fa],
concerning prime numbers p for which there are an infinity of isogenies of
degree p of elliptic curves over number fields of absolute degree d. If d is
a positive integer, and p is a prime number let J(p, d) denote the set of j invariants of elliptic curves E defined over number fields k of absolute degree
d and possessing a /.-rational cyclic subgroup of order p. The Corollary to
Proposition 3 of [Fr] asserts, in effect, that if J(p, d) is infinite, thenp < 240-d.
One must be careful in framing "boundedness" questions concerning iso
genies of elliptic curves over number fields because any elliptic curve with
complex multiplication, considered over any number field k containing its
field of complex multiplication will possess /^-rational isogenies of degree p
for all prime numbers p which split in the field of complex multiplication.
It is tempting, though, to formulate boundedness questions which avoid this
source of isogeny. Is there, for fixed positive integer d, an upper bound to
the set of prime numbers p which can occur as degrees of isogenies of elliptic
curves without complex multiplication rational over number fields of absolute
degree < dl
Rational points on abelian varieties over Q of fixed dimension:. Let
T(d) denote the set of prime numbers p for which there exists an abelian
variety A of dimension < d defined over Q possessing a Q-rational torsion
point of order p. It is immediate, from the properties of the "Weil trace", that
S(d) is contained in T(d). Since J I ( 1 3 ) / Q is an abelian variety of dimension
two containing a point of order 19, one sees (since 5(2) is known explicitly)
that 5(2) is properly contained in T(2). Is T(d) finite for each dl
§2. "Fugitive sets" of primes
First, for every prime number p, we choose an isomorphism, which we
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call "log":
log

( z / p z r ==

Z/(P-1)I;

our definition of "fugitive set" will be independent of this choice.
Now fix the following data:
(1) a natural number z/,
(2) a set { # i , . . . , qv} consisting of v prime numbers; these qi we will call
the "log-primes",
(3) a homogeneous form F(X\,...,
X„) of some degree r, with rational
integral coefficients. We assume F nontrivial.
Definition. A prime number p will be called fugitive for the above data if
p is not one of the log-primes qi and the equation
F (log qx, log q2,..., log qu) = 0
holds in the ring Z/(p — 1)Z.
The set of all fugitive primes for a given choice of homogeneous form F
in logs of primes { < / i , . . . , q„} will be referred to as the fugitive set of primes
attached to the relation " F ( l o g g i , l o g g 2 , • • • 5loggv) = 0". Of special interest
to us will be the degree r of the homogeneous form involved, and a fugitive
set of degree r refers to a fugitive set attached to a homogeneous form of
degree r.
Example: (1). Fugitive sets of degree 1 are finite. For, if p is a fugitive
prime for a nontrivial form of degree 1,
F(loggi,...,logg„) =
then p is a divisor of (the numerator of)

aj-l°oSQji

q"j - 1, this being a nonvanishing

rational number since not all the a2-'s are zero.
(2) Given any homogeneous form in log-primes, e.g.,
"(Iog2)2-(log3)2=0",
it is quite easy to program a computer to determine its "small" fugitive primes
(and for the above homogeneous form in log-primes, the first two fugitive
primes are 5, 5333).
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§3. The Hecke algebra and the Eisenstein Ideal
Let p be a prime number, and J = Jo(p)> the jacobian of the modular
curve X0(p). Let T denote the image of the Hecke algebra in End(J), or
equivalently, in the endomorphism ring of the space of cuspforms of weight
2 over To(p). Specifically, T is generated as a Z-algebra in End(J) by the
operators Tt for every prime number £ ^ p, and by the Atkin involution wp.
We call T "the Hecke algebra" and if we wish to exhibit its dependence on p,
we denote it T(p).
For each prime number £ ^ p , put rje := l+£ — Tt, and let r\v := l+wp.

It

is also convenient to define r?m, for all indices m E N, extending the definition
of t]i for prime indices £ by the multiplicative rules: 771 = 1, and rja.i, = rja-rjt,

for a, b G N. It will be important for us to note that for any fixed positive
integer d, there is a d x d triangular matrix Md in GLd(Z) {independent of p)
having the property that for any prime number p > d, the application of Md
to the column vector
(f?i,%,f?3,...,%)

in T(p)d yields the column vector of Hecke operators in T(p)d
(Ti,T2,T3,...,Td).
By the Eisenstein ideal (see [M 2]) we mean the ideal / C T generated by
the elements rje for all prime numbers £ (or equivalently, by r/m for all integers
m > 2).
In [M 2] it is proven that T/I is canonically isomorphic to Z / n Z , where
n = the numerator of (p — 1)/12, and that the ideal J is locally principal in
T. Moreover, the "winding homomorphism" (cf. [M 2] Prop. 18.6) gives a
canonical isomorhpism between I/I2 and the (unique, cyclic) quotient group
of (Z/pZ)* of order n.
We recall the description of the "winding homomorphism". We may
assume that p > 2. Let e be the greatest common divisor of 12 and p — 1, so
that p — 1 = e-n, and e is an even divisor of 12. Let 8 C (Z/pZ)* denote the
(unique, cyclic) subgroup of order e.
Proposition. There is an isomorphism of cyclic subgroups of order n,
w : I/I2

JU(Z/pl)*/£

uniquely specified by the property that w sends rje to the image of £(e^1)/2 jn
(2/p2)* module £, for every prime number £ ^ p.
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Remark, this is [M 2] Prop. 18.6. At first view, the above statement seems
a bit strange for £ = 2, since £^~l^l2 = 21/2. But note that there are two
possibilities: either n is odd (in which case the expression makes sense, since
the square-root operation in an odd, multiplicatively-written, cyclic group is
well-defined) or else n is even, i.e., p = 1 mod 8 (in which case 2 is a quadratic
residue modulo p; if ± a G (Z/pZ)* are the two square-roots of 2 modulo p,
then since { ± 1 } modulo p lies in £, ±a determines a unique congruence class
in (Z/pZ)* modulo £ and this gives a unique meaning to "21/2").
Since the mapping 12-log : (Z/pZ)* —• Z/(p — 1)Z factors through the
quotient group (Z/pZ)*/£, we get, from the above Proposition the existence
of a unique homomorphism (p : I/I2

—> Z / ( p — 1)Z fitting into a commutative

triangle
(2/piy/SE
"12-log"

w
III2

Z/(p-l)Z

P

where v?(%) = 6-(£ — 1)-log£ (modulo p — 1) for all prime numbers £ ^ p.
A feature of this homomorphism, which is quite important for us, is that
the expression 6-(£ — l)-log^ makes "no" reference to p (with the exception
of the appearance of the "log"-term, and the fact that it will be interpreted
only modulo p — 1).
The ring T is a commutative ring, free of finite rank as a Z-module
with the property that T ® Q is a direct product of totally real fields. The
completion of T with respect to the Eisenstein ideal,

T j := lim

T/r,

V

is a complete semi-local ring of Krull dimension 1 in which the ideal J-T/ C
Tj is principal, and, moreover, the successive quotients, 7r-T///r+1-T/ =
/ r / / r + 1 , are cyclic groups of order n, for all r > 1. To lighten the notation
below, we shall identify 7r-T///r+1-T/ with Jr//r+1, and if we wish to indi
cate the dependence of Tj on p, we may refer to it as T / ( p ) . If r G T , let f
denote the image of r in Tj.
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If we denote by T the image of the Hecke algebra T in T / , and by J
the Eisenstein quotient of the abelian variety J (see [M 2]) then the canonical
action of T on J induces a faithful action of T on .7.
Definition. For any positive number r, let the r — th winding isomorphism
Vr : Ir/Ir+1 — Z / ( P - 1)-Z
denote the homomorphism given as the composition of these homomorphisms
of
Z/(p— l)-Z-modules, each of which will be explained below:

Ir / I+1

=

r1

(I/I2)®r

(p) × r

(Z/(p-l).Z)®'—>Z/(p-l).Z.

(1)

The tensor powers are simply over Z. The mapping

i : {I/I2)®r —• r/r+1
is given by the rule that an element of (7//2)(g)r of the form ai ®6t2 ® . . . ® ar
be sent to the image of ai-a2' • • • -otr G Ir mod Ir+1 (where the otj are the
images of elements aj € I). Then i is well-defined; it is surjective; it is an
isomorphism since both domain and range are (cyclic) groups of the same
order. The middle mapping in (1) is as labelled, and the last mapping of (1)
is multiplication in the ring Z/(p— 1)-Z.
§4. Linear relations in Hecke operators
For a fixed d-tuple of integers, ai, a2l..., a<*, not all zero, let
Ar(ai,,a2,...,a¿)
denote the set of prime numbers p > d for which the image of the linear
combination ai-1 + a2-T2 + . . . + ctd'Td vanishes in T/(p).
Proposition 1. For a fixed d-tuple of integers, ai, a 2 , . . . , ad, not all zero,
the set Af(ai,...,

a<j) is (either finite, or else it is) contained in a fugitive set

(attached to an explicit homogeneous form in log-primes).
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Proof.
First, viewing ( a i , . . . , a d ) as a row-vector of length d, let (&i,...,6c)
denote the (nontrivial) row-vector ( a i , . . . ,ad)-Md, where the d x d matrix
Md G GLd(Z) is as in §3. We then have that for p> d, the image of the linear
combination
a1.l

+ a2-T2 + . . . + ad'Td

vanishes in T / ( p ) if and only if the image of the linear combination

b1.n1 + b2 + .... + bd.ndd
vanishes in T / ( p ) , and it will be more convenient for us to deal with the 77's
rather than the classical T's.
By the weight w(m) of a positive number ra, we shall mean the number
of prime factors (counting multiplicity) in its prime factorization (e.g., w(l) =
0,w(12) = 3, etc.). For an integer m > 1, consider its prime decomposition,
m = p\-p2 -... -pw, where w = w(m). Recall that r/m is the element in the
Hecke algebra T given as the product r/m = r/Pl • . . . -r]Pw, and therefore rjm lies
in J™, the w-th. power of the Eisenstein ideal.
Suppose, then, we have a prime p > d for which the relation
&rl + 62^2 + • • • + bd-f)d =0
holds in T i ( p ) for the rational integers 6;, or equivalently, that
&i-l + bTr)2 + . . . + bd'T)d =

0

mod /r+1

holds in T(p) for all integers r > 0.
Note that from the above relation, we have 61 € J, and hence 61 is a
multiple of n = numerator (p — 1)/12. Therefore, if 61 is nonzero it follows
that p < 12-|J>i| + 1, and consequently the set N(a\,...,
ad) is finite.
So we may assume that 61 = 0, i.e., that our relation is of the form
d
bjfjj
i=2

90

=

0.

(2)
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For positive numbers w, define:
Hw :=

bjfij ,
i=2,...,d
w(j)= w

that is, Hw is the contribution to the left-hand side of (2) coming from summands whose index j has weight w. Note that Hw € Iw. Let r be the lowest
weight for which there is an integer j in the range 2 < j < d, with w{j) = r
and such that the integer bj is nonzero.
Relation (2) then can be written
#r + ifr+i+#r+2 + ... = 0

in

Ti(p).

(3)

In the above formula, each summand lies in Ir and all but the first lie
in Ir+1. We have, then, that the image of Hr vanishes in

i"r/Jr+1,

and

consequently, applying the r-th winding homomorphism of §3 above, we have
that <pr(Hr) = 0.
All that remains is to write out this relation. For any positive integer j
and prime number g, let vq(j) denote the maximal exponent v such that qv
divides j . We may write:
Tjj =

;o?«)*ü)
9 li

and if j is of weight r, then the right-hand side is a monomial in the r/^'s of
degree r.
So:
pr (Hr) =

bj.pr(nj) =
i=2,...,d
w(j)=r

j = 2,...,d
w(j) = r

j=2,...,d
w(j)=r

q\j

(\ogq)v^j\

(6(9 - 1 ) ) « . « ) } .

b,{

(nq) vq (j))

bj'CPri

q|j

9 \j

Now, for j = 2 , . . . , d of weight r, put
Bj := bj.{

(6(g-!))«•«)} 6 Z
9 li

and let Q stand for the set of prime numbers q which actually divide some
integer j = 2 , . . . , d of weight r, for which 6j is nonzero. We take Q as an index
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set for a system of variables Xq, q G Q, and define the nontrivial homogeneous
form F of degree r in the variables Xq by the rule:
F ( . . . , X „ . . . ) :=

By
j = 2,...,d
w(j)=r

(Xq)vq(j)

q|j

We then have that F(... , log g , . . . ) = 0 in Z/(p — 1)-Z, i.e., that p is a
fugitive prime number for the above homogeneous log-prime relation of degree
r.
Remark. In working with specific numerical cases, it is sometimes useful
to refine the procedure given in the above demonstration, to get somewhat
stronger consequences. Specifically, when one gets to the relation given by
formula (2), it is advisable to consider the greatest common divisor m of the
integers j for which bj is nonzero. Then, since S&j-r/j = r/m- ^ ^"^(j/m)? and
since multiplication by rjm yields an isogeny of J (as can be seen from the
standard estimates on the eigenvalues of the Hecke operators), it follows that
if the image of ^bj-rjj is 0, then the image of E&j-/7j/m) is also 0 in T / ( p ) .
Continuing through the proof with the "finer relation" (if m > 1) will yield
that p is in the fugitive set of a homogeneous form in log-primes of lower
degree. This refinement is a particular help when it reduces the homogeneous
form to one of degree 1 (in which case the fugitive set is finite, by Example
(l)of§2).
Our next step is to consider the more encompassing set, A/d, of prime
numbers p for which there is some nontrivial linear combination a i - 1 + ^ 2 ^ 2 +
... + dd'Td which vanishes in T/(p).
Proposition 2. The set Afd is contained in a finite union of fugitive sets
(attached to an explicit finite set of homogeneous forms in log-primes).
Proof.
For positive numbers r < d, let ftf(r, d) denote the set of prime numbers
p for which (i) there is a linear combination
av1.1 + a2'T2 + . . . + ad-Td

whose image vanishes in T / ( p ) , with (ii) precisely r - 1 of the integers
a i , 0 2 , . . . , Gd-i not zero, and (iii) ad ^ 0.
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Let Ao(r, d) denote the "new primes" in Af(r, d), i.e., those that have not
appeared in an Af(r',d') for smaller r' and/or d'. It suffices to show that the
sets Afo(r, d) are each contained in a finite union of fugitive sets (attached to
a finite set of explicit log-prime relations), for each pair (r, d).
Now, let p G Nv(r, d) and we shall analyze a linear Hecke relation,
ai-l + a2-T2 + . . . + ad-Td = 0
in T / ( p ) , satisfying (i) — (iii). We may suppose that the gcd of the a,'s is 1.
Let TZ C [ 1 , . . . , d] be the set of r indices i G [ 1 , . . . , d] such that at- ^ 0.
Proposition 2 follows immediately from Proposition 1, together with the
following lemma.
Lemma. There is a bound4 B(d), such that \aj\ < B(d) for all j G TZ.
Fix any j G TZ; denote TZ — {j} by VJ\ For each k G TZ' fix a differential
1-form fk on the Eisenstein quotient J (recall this terminology from §3 above,
and from [M 2]), (e.g., we can, and do, choose the /^'s to correspond to
newforms of weight 2 parametrized by J) giving us a choice of r — 1 differential
forms. We may even find such a choice with the property that if cm(f)
denotes the ra-th coefficient of the Fourier expansion of a form / , then the
(r — 1) x (r — 1) matrix C = (ct-(/*.)) for i, k G TV has nonzero determinant.
The reason why we can do this is that if we fail to find such a choice of r — 1
differential 1-forms, there would necessarily be some nontrivial linear relation
which holds among the Fourier coefficients with indices drawn from the set
TV of cardinality r — 1, this linear relation being valid for all differential forms
on J, violating the hypothesis that p is "new", i.e., is not in M(r — l , d ) , or
J\f(r — l , d — 1). Let O denote the ring of integers in a number field large
enough to contain the c^/fc); then 6 := det(C) lies in O. There is a bound
B — B(d), depending only on d such that under every imbedding of O in
C, 6 maps to an element of absolute value < 2?, the bound being calculated
directly from the Ramanujan-Peterson bound on the ra-th coefficient of any
(normalized) newform / of weight 2: |cm(/)| < d(ra)-ra1^2 where d(ra) is
the number of divisors of the integer ra. If O is of degree N over Z , and if
v : O —> Z denotes its norm mapping, then u(6) < B(d)N.
4For any 6 > 0, and d » 0, B(d) can be taken to be (d!)3/2+€.
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Now consider the relations (for fc = l , . . . , r — 1)
o>iCi(fk) =

-ajCj(fk).

(*)

iER'
Denote by V the free, (9-module of rank r — 1 given by (r — l)-tuples of
elements (v{; i G TV) with vi G O.
Put a = (a,-; i G ft') and 7 = ( C J ( / * ) ; A; G ft')-

The matrix C may be viewed as an O-linear mapping C : V —• V by
matrix multiplication with elements of V on the right, i.e., C(v) := v C .
Then the system of linear relations given in (*) can be written as:

C(a) = -OJ-7.
Reducing C modulo the nonzero integer a,, we get anO/ctj-O homomorphism,
C : V/dj-V —> V/dj-V, we see, first, that the image a of a in V/ayV may
be taken as a basis element of V/aj-V, viewed as free (9/cij-(9-module of rank
r — 1. This is because the integers a i , . . . , a<j were assume to have gcd equal
to 1. By the above relation, we have C(a) = 0. Therefore, the reduction of
S = detC mod OjayO, call it 6, vanishes in OfayO. Consequently, there is
an element r G O such that 6 = ayr. Since 8 is nonzero, so is r. So \v(r)\ > 1,
and u(6) = (aj)N>v(T),

and therefore |aj|N < B(d)N;

i.e., \aj\ <

B(d).

Corollary. For any positive integer d, the set S(d) of torsion primes for
degree d is contained in the union of an explicit finite set and a finite union
of fugitive sets (attached to an explicit finite set of homogeneous forms in
log-primes).
Remark. As mentioned in our introduction, our Main Theorem follows from
this Corollary together with the density zero result proven in the appendix.
Proof of Corollary. For a fixed positive integer d, from Propositions 1,2
above we see that except for a set of prime numbers p contained in a finite
union of fugitive sets (and a finite set), the images of the Hecke operators
Ti — 1, T 2 , . . . , Td are linearly independent in T/(p). It follows from Corollary
3.4 of [K 4] that such prime numbers p are not torsion primes of degree d. We
will discuss this last reference in greater detail in §5 below.
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Concluding Remarks. As mentioned in the introduction, 5(1) and 5(2)
had been previously determined. The first author had also previously obtained
finiteness of 5(d) for d = 3,4,5,6,7 and 8. Finiteness for d < 8 can be
seen from the fact that the only monomials of degree > 1 in log-primes that
intervene in our bounds for S(d) for d < 8 are (^2)2?^2%, and (f/2)3, and
therefore 772 is a multiplicative factor in any relation of degree r > 2 that will
occur in formula (2) above (if d < 8). Using the remark after Proposition 1,
one sees then that if d < 8, 5(d) is contained in the union of a finite set, and
a finite union of fugitive sets of degree 1. Invoking, then, Example (1) of §2,
5(d) is finite for d < 8.
The case d = 9 is the first case where our present methods do not obtain
finiteness - 5(9) is contained in the union of a finite set together with the
fugitive sets of degree two coming from homogeneous forms in log-primes of
the type
M\og2)2 + 5.(log2)(log3) + C(log3)2 = 0
for \A\, \B\, \C\ < 2956,3786,4848, respectively.
§5. Remarks on a generalization of Ogg's conjecture.
Ogg's conjecture [O 2] , prived in [M 1], asserts that there is an elliptic
curve defined over Q possessing a Q-rational point of order N if and only if the
modular curve Xi(N) is of genus 0. Recently, the first author of this note has
formulated a "rough suggestion" in the spirit of Ogg's conjecture to determine
the set 5(d) (see [K 3]). We would like to end this note by formulating another
rough suggestion inspired by the sufficient criterion proved in [K 4] for p to
lie in the complement of 5(d).
Recall that the group (Z/p)* acts on the modular curve X\(p) via the
"diamond operators": if r is an integer not divisible by p, then the diamond
operator (r) : Xi(p) —> X\{p) is the automorphism which is induced by the
automorphism on the moduli problem obtained by sending the pair (£, a :
fip —» £) (where £ is an elliptic curve, and a an injective homomorphism)
to the pair (£,r-a : jip —• £). The diamond operator action then induces an
action of the algebra R = Z[Z/p*] on Ji(p), the jacobian of the modular curve
Xi(p).
As an approximation to the Hecke algebra of X\ (p) let us form T, the
subring in the endomorphism ring of the abelian variety J\ (p) generated by
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R and the Hecke operators Tt for all £ ^ p. As our approximation to the
Eisenstein ideal let us consider the ideal J defined as the ideal in T generated
by the elements 1 = £•(£) — Tt in T , for all prime numbers £ ^ p. Let 7 j
denote the completion of the (commutative) ring T with respect to the ideal
T. As before, if we wish to indicate dependence on p, we will denote R as
R(p), and Tj as Tj(p).
Now fix a positive integer d, and (ignoring prime numbers p < d) consider
the set S(d) consisting in all prime numbers p > d for which the images of
the Hecke operators 7\, T 2 , . . . , Td in the i?(p)-algebra Tj(p) are R(pyiinearly
dependent
Question. For prime numbers p > d is it the case that p is in S(d) if and
only if p is in S(d) ?
For d = 1 this is indeed the case, and its assertion is precisely Ogg's
conjecture. For d = 2, this is shown in [K 5]. For general d we cannot, at
present, show inclusion in either direction.
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